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Abstract: A selection of twelve Theresa Loewenberg snapshots of the strike on May 5, 1970 at the University of California Berkeley campus.
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Scope and Content
A selection of twelve Theresa Loewenberg snapshots of the strike on May 5, 1970 at the University of California Berkeley campus against the invasion of Cambodia by United States troops, and of the University Art Museum exhibit of protest posters generated during the first two weeks in May 1970.

National Student Strike against the War in Vietnam Nov. 1969, May 5, 1970
Audience for Angela Davis and Herbert Marcuse Nov. 1969 UARC PIC 24E:87 🌐
ark:/13030/tf6q2nb2pj
Photographer: Loewenberg, Theresa

Student demonstration in Sproul Plaza. Nov. 1969 UARC PIC 24E:86 🌐
ark:/13030/tf8b69p0d4
Photographer: Loewenberg, Theresa

UARC PIC 24E:97 🌐
ark:/13030/tf5n39n8h4
Photographer: Loewenberg, Theresa

A deserted Sather Gate with On Strike sign. May 5, 1970 UARC PIC 24E:132 🌐
ark:/13030/tf709nb2p8
Photographer: Loewenberg, Theresa

Street Celebration and People's Park protest July 4, 1969
Car and flag in front of People's park says "Why are we at war with Vietnam?" July 4, 1969 UARC PIC 24E:36 🌐
ark:/13030/tf609nb1wk
Photographer: Loewenberg, Theresa

Protest: Posters for Peace (exhibit) University Art Museum, Berkeley, CA May 1970
Strikers at Sather Gate, University of California Berkeley May 5 1970 UARC PIC 24E:110 🌐
ark:/13030/tf4290046d
Photographer: Loewenberg, Theresa

Posters from poster workshops on display at the University Art Museum. May 1970
UARC PIC 24E:115 🌐
ark:/13030/tf7580069h
Photographer: Loewenberg, Theresa

Posters from poster workshops on display at the University Art Museum. May 1970
UARC PIC 24E:120 🌐
ark:/13030/tf867nb3j9
Photographer: Loewenberg, Theresa

Posters from poster workshops on display at the University Art Museum. May 1970
UARC PIC 24E:122 🌐
ark:/13030/tf1n39n5qj
Photographer: Loewenberg, Theresa
Effigy of Nixon at University Art Museum. May 1970  UARC PIC 24E:119  ark:/13030/tf7h4nb32g
  Photographer: Loewenberg, Theresa

Posters from poster workshops on display at the University Art Museum. May 1970
UARC PIC 24E:125  ark:/13030/tf1t1n998c
  Photographer: Loewenberg, Theresa

Posters from poster workshops on display at the University Art Museum. May 1970
UARC PIC 24E:124  ark:/13030/tf6q2nb2q2
  Photographer: Loewenberg, Theresa